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Abstract— The real time embedded software development requires expertise for developing critical software. The safety 

critical embedded development has major concerns as the final target code should execute with less size and more speed. The 

increased stack size and reduced execution speed lowers the performance of embedded software. In the paper, a method to 

overcome the rapid growth of the stack is proposed and multicore load balancing issues are addressed. The model for stack 

improving optimization feed and multi core task balancing display interface is derived in the paper. A unique approach with the 

method of providing optimization hints during the development phase through interactive display interface is suggested in the 

paper. The experiment is conducted by considering a concave set of functions with a task dependency derivation cost. The best 

execution result being obtained by using stack, improving optimization feed interface. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

The scarcity of advanced programming tools and safety 

critical environments enforces programmer to rewrite 

sequential programs into parallel programs [1]. The details of 

the optimization are abstracted with 20% of the code is 

optimized as per Eigenmann et al. [2]. The code optimization 

through compiler optimization is not opted in safety critical 

systems due to the criticality of embedded software 

requirements. This is because the compiler induces 

extraneous code and this leads to deviation in the result. This 

triggers the requirement of the programmer not only with 

parallel coding proficiency, but also with code optimization 

skill set. To overcome the issues, the proposed solution is to 

provide an interactive display interface to the programmer 

suggesting possible optimization corrections to the code. The 

proposed interactive interface provides further scope of task 

balancing across multiple cores while programming. 

Hall et al. [3] mentioned that the existing embedded 

compilers do not provide the features of designated 

initializations. Hence, code automation through scripting 

languages or through manual effort is a difficult task. 

Pennycook et al. [4] stated that cores were kept serialized 

frequently due to resource sharing conflict and 

communication overheads. The existing method to resolve 

these issues is through the thread-checker tools and thread 

profile tools. Intel’s Thread Building Blocks [5], Terra [6], 

valgrind [7] and gprof [8] are to name a few existing thread 

checker and profiling tools. Thread checker and profiler tool 

helps to improve the correctness of threaded applications. 

However, the tools induce complexities in the hybrid 

architecture environment. The complexities occur due to 

inefficient task distribution and improper utilization of 

processors as mentioned by Kaur et.al [9]. A task scheduling 

simulator with multiple scheduling algorithms is suggested 

by Vasiliu et al. [10]. Such optimization is analytically too 

complex. Hence, simulation approach is a new requirement 

of the critical embedded applications as the next era belongs 

to code modernization. The related work of the proposed 

model is discussed in section II. The mathematical model to 

derive the stack optimization and task balancing logic is 

discussed in section III. A. The working principles and 

analysis of the derivation model is discussed in section III.B. 

The section IV covers the experimental setup and discussion 

of results obtained. 

II. RELATED WORK  

Chmaj et al. [11] and Ró˙zycki et al. [12] proposed 

optimization of task balancing across cores. But, the core 

wise task distribution logic had low data processing and 

transmission rates. The Mathwork’s Simulink model [13] has 

the continuous simulation, although it is impossible over a 

digital hardware. Modelica tool proposed by Fritzson et al. 

[14] addresses the simulation of industrial system 

applications and automations. But, Modelica tool is not 

recommended for measuring the interactive process and it 
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needs many external libraries [15]. Seidewitz [16] proposed 

an Abstract Language Framework (ALF) tool that has the 

model with more complex, stricter and more behavioural 

semantics, but cannot be expressed using graphical notation. 

Colored Petri as proposed by Roy et al., [17] were partly 

used, though are better than Simulink as they have clear and 

formal semantics. The Feedbags [18] is an application that 

generates a pass-through code. Nevertheless, ReSharper and 

Feedbags applications require class, interface R# and lack 

interactive feedback for task balancing. Eclipse [19] is 

widely used in the embedded world, but lacks interactive 

suggestions to the programmer.   

SWIFT is a loop interactive feedback driven framework [20]. 

This framework acts as a plug in compiler for any setup. 

However, the users need to have a detailed knowledge of 

internal representation of the optimizer. Java’s application 

tool by name PMD [21] and IntelliJ IDEA tool [22] provides 

stack analysis of the code, but lacks interaction with the IDE 

for core load balancing. The TenAsys’s InTime [23] is an 

interactive tool and determines the exact sequence and 

precise timing of real time code execution. However, the tool 

does not show the core balancing statistics at the front end. 

The Irisa’s Salto tool [24] determines the exact sequence and 

precise timing of real time code execution. The Salto tool 

also suggests the interactive assembly logics to the 

programmer. But, Salto tool does not show the graphical 

representation of the core loads. All the tools mentioned, 

namely PMD [21], IntelliJ IDEA [22], Swarm [20], InTime 

[23], and Salto [24] do not suggest the stack improving 

optimization logics to the programmer while coding. These 

drawbacks provided motivation to design interface with 

interactive displays. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The embedded programmer should design and implement the 

logic with respect to specific system requirements and 

functional requirements. To help the programmer, an 

interactive display interface has been proposed in the paper 

and its logics are discussed next. 

A. Derivation Model 

The core wise task balancing is NP-hard (Non-Deterministic 

Polynomial) optimization problem[9]. Effective load 

balancing is needed to improve the performance and keep the 

system in stable condition [25]. The existing optimization 

logic for parallel computation of tasks is the generalization of 

partitioning problem using an LPT algorithm (Longest 

Processing Time) as proposed by Abdullah et al. [26]. The 

derivation logic is represented by using following system 

model terms. 

 n:Total number of processors 

 γ:  The symbol represents the list with task 

dependencies.  

 Proci: The processor available to take the load  and i 
represent processors in the list and the value ranges 
from 0 to n-1 where each i represents a single core 

 σ:  Existence of similar function set core wise 

 Funciexists: No of function set mapped with similar  
task dependencies 

 Funcjexists: Function set to be swapped with similar 
task dependencies 

 S: Capacity size of the processor 

 MinAvailCores: Amount of contiguous resource 
available to load function mapped 

Referring to look ahead selective sampling algorithm 

proposed by Abdullah et al. (2016) [26], sampling set of 

dependency list is obtained and formula for obtaining task 

dependency list γ is represented in Eq. (1). The set of cores 

available with a similar set of functions is sampled at the 

interval 0.25. The sample rate of 0.25 is proven as the 

minimum interval for load balancing algorithm by Falco et al 

[27]. The probability of occurrence of a function to be 

swapped with function in given software is an exponential 

growth.  The ratio of available processor and the existence of 

swappable function provide the set of the dependent tasks. 

Thus, with the minimal available set of cores Proci with 

function data mapped to tasks, Funciexists, the task 

dependency list γ is derived as follows [26]: 

   





i
iexists

proc
eFunc 25.0                                       (1) 

Where, σ represent occurrence of function and derived by 

considering processor available with probability of delta 

changes from its previous state. 

A linearity check is done between the function set exists 

between successor processors available in task distribution 

list. That is, the function to be mapped in one core is 

compared with another core available next. The cores are 

mutually exclusive if the tasks cannot occur simultaneously. 

That is, the tasks are independent and distinct. A linear 

dependency equation for identical function occurrence is 

derived as shown in Eq. (2). 

  0)1(  jexitsiexists FuncFunc                                        (2) 

Consider two sets of cores where one set of cores represents 

a function to be swapped and another set of cores with the 

function to be mapped. The function to be swapped and 

mapped is checked across n and m set of processors. The 

function is swapped by considering the size of the memory 

available at that core. The formula for distribution logic 

represented in Eq. (3) [27,28] 
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The constraint for minimal set Proci requires that each task j 

in function Funcjexists is assigned to at least one core in Proci 

list. Therefore, balancing j task for Funcjexists must satisfy the 

constraint that the sum of cores in the Proci list must not 

exceed the capacity size S. From Eq. (3), it is clear that the 

distribution of function task that exists in any core lies within 

the range of 1 to a maximum capacity size, S. Thus, derive 

minimal available set of cores, MinAvailCores as shown in 

Eq. (4).  

Si
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                                                 (4) 

There has to be at least one minimum resource available at 

MinAvailCores list to schedule independent function tasks. 

The availability of resources is arbitrary constant and when 

allocated is represented by using the value 1. Hence, the 

default value of the dependency cost is considered as 1 when 

the task depends on other core’s task, otherwise is set to 0.5 

when shifted. Once the sampling set of independent and 

dependent function tasks across cores are derived, final task 

distribution cost of the tasks is derived. 

B. Working Principles And Analysis Of The Derivation 

Model 

The task path shown in Fig.1 emphasizes cores with pool of 

tasks. Few tasks exists in the task pool are completed only 

after the completion of other tasks in other core’s task pool. 

This induces dependency cost across the cores and increases 

the waiting time of the task before executing next task in the 

pool. The core’s task dependency cost is reduced when the 

task executing in another core’s task pool is added to the 

current task pool. Such linear dependency of tasks across 

cores is checked and moved to or from the existing task 

pools by using Eqs. (3) and (1) respectively.  For further 

illustration, consider example shown in Fig. 2. Core, C1 has 

task pool with 9 tasks. Core C2 has task pool with 15 tasks. 

Core C3 has task pool with 11 tasks and Core C4 has task 

pool with 13 tasks as Fig.1 

By applying eq. (2), a linear check of tasks is performed. The 

task that is independent in its parent core, but linear 

dependent on task in other core can be added to the mapping 

list. The mapped tasks can be added to new task pool of 

cores available in MinAvailCore set. The MinAvailCore set, 

that is, minimum sets of cores ready to be balanced are 

identified by applying Eq. (4). 

 

Figure 1.  Existing task pool across multicore before optimization 

After applying distribution logic, the optimized task pool at 

multicore are represented as shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2 

represents new task pool and newly added tasks are shown in 

red colour. 

 

Figure 2.  Existing task pool across multicore before optimization 

The task balancing logic is derived through four cases. 

 Case1: T2-T23 balancing at core C1. Tasks T6 and 

T9 exempted from core C1. Tasks T23, T10 and T11 

added newly to the core C1. Tasks T10 and T11 are 

added as they are not linearly dependent on any tasks. 

This extra addition reduces the load of core C2 

 Case 2: T13-T34, T17-T35 balancing at core C2. 

Task T23 is exempted from core C2. Tasks T34 and 

T35 are added newly to the core C2. Through Eq. (3), 

it is found that the capacity of core C2 was exceeding. 

Both predecessor and successor cores are compared 

by referring to the task distribution list obtained using 

Eqs. (1) and (2). The independent tasks that available 

next to execute in the task distribution list are 

considered for such cases. The minimal sets of cores 

available for loading are derived by using Eq. (4). 

The core with least load considered for loading extra 

tasks 

 Case 3: T26-T6 balancing at core C3. Tasks T34 and 

T35 are exempted from core C3. Task T6 is added 
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newly to the core C3. Task T35 was needed by task 

T17 at core C2 and by task T43 at core C3. Based on 

the derivation logic discussed, the task is added to the 

task pool of core C2. That is, by mapping the task set 

using Eqs. (1) and (3). 

 Case 4: T29-T9 balancing at core C4. None of the 

tasks are exempted from core C4 and task T9 is added 

newly to the core C4. 

The analysis of the multi core task balancing similar to above 

cases along with task dependency cost matrix are shown in 

Figs.3 and 4 
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Figure 3.  Task Depencency Cost Matrix –with no core load balancing 

In Figure 3, four cores with existing task pool are shown. 

With the mutual exclusion of tasks by cores, independent 

tasks are shifted to corresponding core. The optimized core 

task load balancing analysis is shown in Fig. 4. 

In Figure 4, the tasks are balanced across cores. The tasks 

shifted are available next to the corresponding linear 

dependent task to the pool. When task dependency cost across 

cores gets reduced, an effective task balancing is achieved. 

Figure 5 represents the best approximation solution achieved 

through core load balancing. The vertical axis shows the task 

dependency cost and horizontal axis shows the cores in the 

list. The red bar represents reduced task dependency cost core 

wise and the blue bar represents a task dependency cost 

without core load balancing. This approximation solution is 

provided to the display interface library. 
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Figure 4.  Task Depencency Cost Matrix –with core load balancing 

 
Figure 5.  Best Approximation Solution across cores 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For testing or research purpose, single core ARM processor 

from ARDUINO UNO board is considered and environment 

test set up as shown in Fig.7. In the experiment, single core 

functional balancing is used to prove the concept that the 

multi core load balancing achieved is as similar to balancing 

the single core. In the experiment by referring to the single 

core task balancing, simple concept of toggling GPIO pins is 

used. The GPIO pins are toggled with a delay of 10 

microseconds by enabling and disabling the GPIO through 

nested function calls and without nested function calls. 

The timing analysis of the scenario with a nested function 

call is captured in CRO snapshots as depicted in Fig. 7. 

Similarly, the timing analysis of the scenario without a 

nested function call is captured in CRO snapshots as depicted 

in Fig. 8. The scenario produced with nested function calls 

resulting in rapid stack growth attains the execution time of 

3.120 ms as shown in Fig. 7. 

 

Figure 6.  Test Envoirment setup 

The scenario produced without nested function calls resulting 

in execution time of 1.000 ms as shown in Fig. 8. The 

compiler does not optimize the code because in every calling 

function few tasks are running. Hence, by the time required 

function is called, an extra time of 2.120 ms is elapsed. 

Overall, debugging the cause of 2.120ms delay in real time 

critical system impacts the time and cost of the programmer 
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Figure 7.  Senario with nested function calls- increasing in rapid stack 

Resolving time related issues at the stage of code 

development avoids extensive core overloading and is 

evident from the result shown in Figs. 7 and 8. 

 

Figure 8.  Senario with nested calls- decrease in rapid stack growth 

The call stack depth becomes less and returns from the stack 

frame with unwanted memory references are skipped. Such 

optimal solution when given through the interactive 

suggestions and core load chart as shown in Fig. 9, the 

programmer can write an optimized code while coding. The 

Figure 9 shows the core load chart to hint programmer to set 

task affinity with further scope of optimizing the load across 

cores. The bar chart with no core balancing displays 13% 

task load at the core. The bar chart with 5% core load 

balancing displays 5% of task load at the core. It is evident 

from the result that with the reduction of call stack depth and 

with the appropriate task load distribution at the cores, the 

task load on the core is reduced by 8%. The overall task 

execution time at the target is optimized due to optimal task 

load at the core. Hence, the best approximation solution is 

achieved. The interactive display interface acts as an 

optimization, carrier at the front end and at every phase 

completion of the code. The interactive IDE generates the 

report with graphical representation while the development is 

in progress. 

 

Figure 9.  Intractive display interface to the programmer 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

A unique idea to help programmer through interactive display 

interface is proposed in the paper. The interface provides 

statistics of task balancing of multi cores during the 

development stage. The objective to achieve best execution 

speed is attained by using a derivation model of stack 

improving optimization feed interface. The stack growth is 

reduced by optimizing the task balancing logic across cores 

and experiments are conducted by considering function calls 

in use. The multi core task balancing derivation logic 

discussed in the paper provides the best approximation 

solution to obtain decreased stack size and increased 

execution time. The interactive display interface provides 

further scope of code optimization logic along with core wise 

load chart representation of the display. The multicore task 

balancing interface hints the programmer to allocate the cores 

with balanced loads. By referring to the interactive display 

interface, programmers can write optimized code while 

coding. Thus, this paper contributes successfully for the 

future embedded programming world. The next scope of 

work is to derive worst case task distribution logic for the 

stack improving optimization feed. 
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